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Eighteen-year-old Alice is sexually unfulfilled. But then she follows a very special white rabbit to

places beyond her wildest erotica imagination. There are no nice boys--or girls--down here. Only

those who indulge in secret, forbidden, kinky fantasies. From escapades in a sexual Wonderland, to

some hot encounters through the Looking Glass, and on to the infamous Hellfire Club, this isn't the

fairy tale you grew up reading. This adults-only story is for those with sinful desires, who wish to

explore erotic excess beyond the plain vanilla of everyday life. The bestselling erotica trilogy is now

compiled into a single, full-length novel, for only the most adventurous readers.THE COMPLETE

FIFTY SHADES OF ALICEIt's erotica for smart people who like to laugh, just like you. Follow Alice

down the rabbit hole, if you dare...
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pleasantly surprised. It was a lot better then I thought it was going to be. I thought it was going to be

straight erotica but there was actually something else to it. It made me laugh with the satire in it.

Much better than I expected it to be! I was expecting the erotica, but the humorous dialog and the

aside comments from the author made me chuckle. Well worth it if you are wanting something hot to



read while enjoying a funny storyline/fantasy.

I picked up this book after hearing it mentioned on a podcast. I thought it was a clever concept and

was interested to see how the author added a "50 Shades" twist to the familiar Alice in Wonderland

story.FIFTY SHADES OF ALICE IN WONDERLAND: This particular book was my favorite of the

three. I thought the author did a good job of adhering to the general structure of Alice and

Wonderland and creating memorable twists on those familiar scenes. I wasn't a huge fan of the

actual writing with its repetitive phrasing and hit-or-miss attempts at humor, but the story was

compelling and it was an entertaining read.FIFTY SHADES OF ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING

GLASS: The middle installment of the trilogy felt like a step down from the first volume. It was still an

entertaining read, but felt like it was trying a little too hard to top the scenes and extremes of the first

book, which didn't always make a lot of narrative sense (even in a fantasy world).FIFTY SHADES

OF ALICE AT THE HELLFIRE CLUB: This was my least favorite volume in the trilogy. It felt a little

rushed and over the top (even for fantasy erotica), and more of a collection of scenes than a

consistent narrative. The story ended on a positive note, but it was difficult to stay invested in this

part of the story.Overall, this was a fun, quick read but ultimately didn't really impress. The erotic

elements were decent but the rest of the writing connecting the erotic scenes was a little lacking. It

was a fun, quick read, but in retrospect, I probably would have rather stopped after paying $2.99 for

the first one rather than paying an additional $4 for the two less-successful sequels.

Cute concept. Well written. Totally engrossing. One of those books you can't put down and if you do

,you have to rush back to see what will come next.

This is a very fun series of erotic adventures featuring Alice. It is a truly lighthearted venture into

many different aspects of consensual sex. Most of the characters the reader will be familiar with but

they are portrayed differently than you have experienced them in the past.

I love farytales. I like them so much I even like the idea of fary tales. I found this set to be just okay.

There were lots of explicit sex sceens, however i found soem of the stoylien to be thin. I actyually

got bored reading through the 3rd story that I never finished it. If felt like more emphasis was put on

the explicit scenes nans writing and the plot line and charachter developement was rushed through.I

dont hate it. I'm not mad at it. I just didnt love it.



You really have to have a good since of humor to enjoy these books. LOL The things that are done

to some of our favorite authors/characters is astounding. I think Alice has sex with every

author/character you can think of and some in most delightful ways. And there is a lesson to be

learned. But personally if I were buying the books again, I would get them one at a time, just in case

it's not your cut of tea. I LOVED THEM (cracks up)

I was intrigued and excited to read another take on Wonderland...until I realized that this book

wouldn't deliver. Part 1 is honestly as far as this story should have gone, since the writing and story

development declined from there. The shameless commercial plugs, the snarky disdain for literary

classics, and the overwhelmingly cheesy literary puns were just too much. I could barely bring

myself to finish the book.
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